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GRAN PARADISO SKI DAY 

COGNE PROMOTES 

XC-SKIING FOR ALL 
 

In the morning a kermesse dedicated to adults skiers 

along the Sant'Orso meadows. 

In the afternoon the Minimarciagranparadiso for young skiers 

from 6 to 14 years. 

 

 

Marciagranparadiso said no to the marathon on the original course but makes the move with Gran Paradiso 

Ski Day, a Nordic ski day all round. The day will start in the morning with a free-entry event of xc-ski in classic 

technique and continue with music for the whole day with folk groups of Cogne "Lou Tintamaro" and the 

accordionists. «Because cross-country skiing is also a way to celebrate so, even if there isn't enough snow to 

organize the marathon, we want to offer a day based on the classic technique to those who trusted us, already 

entering the MGP in Summer» – said Christine Cavagnet, head of the organizing committee. Right from 9:30 

am of Saturday, February 4
th

: at Sant'Orso meadows the event for adults skiers. Yet to decide on the distance. 

To participate, to go skiing together, just send an email to info@marciagranparadiso.it indicating your name, 

surname, date of birth and any ski club membership. You can until 9:00 am on Saturday morning. And that's 

not all. From 12:15 am it will be the turn of baby skiers who will live an even more exclusive party, the one of 

Minimarciagranparadiso, together with their parents who skied in the morning.  

«We aim to unite the families of skiers – added Cavagnet – dads and moms can ski in the morning and their 

children compete in the afternoon. Even families of those who come from far away, like maybe the Nordics or 

the Russians who have already booked hotels and expect fun anyway. The goal is to demonstrate that Cogne 

can appear the same even with a massive lack of snow». 

 

The event will be covered also on the official Facebook page “Marcia Gran Paradiso” and on the official 

Twitter account @MGranparadiso with three main hashtags: #marciagranparadiso, #MGP2017 and 

#GPSkiDay. 
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